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May it please the Panel, 

 

My name is Paul James Francis, Company Director of CHRISTCHURCH. 

 

LEAVE TO FILE 

1. I seek leave to place this document before the Panel to provide some context to the submission to 

make a new submission earlier today. 
2. Submissions to support and application to seek leave to file this and other evidence will made 

shortly. 
 

  



 

 

Flooding 
Evaluating LIDAR data and the publicly available Flood model from Selwyn District Council. 

 

1. ArcGIS Web Application (ecan.govt.nz) Provides imagery f the Current DHI Modelling to the Public. 

 

2. The following important ECAN Report extract introduces the ECAN Selwyn River Flood modeling and 

its context: 

 

3. “The Selwyn River catchment and floodplain area lies to the south-west of Christchurch in the 

Selwyn District. Large flood events (including the floods of 1945, 1951, 2000 and 2017) often occur 

in this area when a slow-moving depression develops to the north of the South Island, moving warm 

moist air from the north into the Central Canterbury area. This can produce prolonged periods of 

persistent rainfall over the catchment, resulting in flooding within the Selwyn and Irwell River 

systems. During such flood events, State Highway 1 (SH1) can be inundated, causing major 

disruptions to traffic. Large rural areas of farmland also become inundated, restricting farming 

operations.  

 

4. While Environment Canterbury has some information on the approximate extent and magnitude of 

several large historic flood events, there is limited information on more extreme flood events. The 

computational modeling described in this report has been undertaken to simulate the extent of 

flooding likely to occur for large flood events – in particular, 200 and 500 year average recurrence 

interval (ARI) flood events.  

 

5. This is achieved by using very detailed topographic data obtained from a LIDAR (aerial laser) survey, 

and a combined 1D and 2D hydraulic computer model of the Selwyn River and floodplain (which 

includes the Irwell River). Potential inundation areas, including depths of flooding, are required for 

land use planning purposes, and the provision of minimum floor levels. At present, this is limited to 

approximate inundation areas based on historic flooding. This modeling investigation provides 

accurate inundation maps for more extreme eventsi” 

[Selwyn River/ Waikirikiri floodplain investigation Report No.  

R19/41 ISBN 978-1-98-859329-6 (print) ISBN 978-1-98-859330-2 (web] 

 

6. Under Current Modeling based on 2000m3 flow the land under consideration does not exceed 1m 

flooding in a 1 in 200 year event.  There is one small area of less than 1000m2 that is over 1m in the 

500year ARI Rainfall Flood analysis however this can be mitigated with earthworks as part of the 

general approach to the site. 

 

7. Ben Throssell, Senior Environmental Engineer, from PDP confirms that new modeling has been 

submitted to Selwyn District Council and Environment Canterbury illustrating the publicly available 

flood model (from which the above pictures are derived) overestimates.  For example for the 200yr 

event that model give a flow estimate of 2800m3/s  whereas Mr Throssell’s model estimates a flow 

of 1600m3/s flow so the levels will be lower and result in lower FFLs using that modeling. 

 

https://ecanmaps.ecan.govt.nz/portal/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=57c74073c2f14a85ac0caf30073ae48a


 

 

8. From these images from the Current Public DHI model shown below it can be seen that where there 

is flood risk in Dunsandel it is within amounts that can be mitigated by site contouring, site raising, 

floor level rules and is only very rarely above the 1m maximum (without adjustment for mitigation 

strategies which can be detailed and supervised at detailed planning and construction phases 

through the Resource Consent phases).   

 

 

9. I had the privilege of discussing Dunsandel and this report with its Author Mr Griffiths on the 

afternoon of 3 March 2023.  I understand Mr Griffiths is a Team Leader for the Natural Hazards 

Team at ECAN. 

 

10. He summarized ECANs approach as where flooding potential is shallow and slow moving ECAN 

would allow development with mitigation.  He agreed that in effect in the model representations 

shown as Figures 5 & 6 (with red or bright green legends) where the maps show green this illustrated 

meeting these policies and where the maps show red they didn’t.  500yr ARI Selwyn River hazard & 

rainfall hazard representations of Max Depth and Depth x Velocity maps showed Green were the 

areas that met those criteria (an articulation of the Regional Policy Statement ) and red where they 

did not.  So in the case of the Joyce block where there are small patches of red these are can be 

further mitigated however generally speaking the blocks under consideration meet the Regional 

Policy Statement. 

 

11. From a development perspective I thought it was fortuitous that the areas that are between .5-1m 

(without mitigation) in the Dunsandel 200 year ARI Selwyn River Flood Depth(m) aligned quite closely 

with the areas selected largely for urban design master planning reasons for Commercial and Mixed 

Use. 

 

12. So those uses suit raised platforms and car parks with runoff to storm water systems.  So the 

opportunities for mit9igation are particularly good with these approaches. 

 

13. Mr Griffiths is of the opinion that further modeling will be done he said to me that those models will  

not likely include bigger inputs than DHI assumptions and more likely to be closer to what Mr 

Throssell has calculated. 

 

14. The Developer will be able to address the detail of the Flood Mitigation at Resource Consent Stage in 

response to the River Modelling available at the time.  However the consensus between Mr Throssell 

and Mr Griffiths explained to me was that the PDP model and any future model will represent an 

improved flooding outlook for the Blocks under consideration. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Figure 1 Dunsandel 200year ARI Rainfall Flood Depth (m) 

 

 

Figure 2 Dunsandel 200year ARI Selwyn River Flood Depth (m) 



 

 

 

Figure 3 Dunsandel 500year ARI Selwyn River Flood Depth (m) 



 

 

 

Figure 4 Dunsandel 500year ARI Rainfall Flood Depth (m) 



 

 

 

Figure 5 Dunsandel 500-year ARI Selwyn River hazard - Max Depth (m) and Depth (m) x Velocity(m/s) 

 

Figure 6 Dunsandel 500-year ARI rainfall hazard - Max Depth (m) and Depth (m) x Velocity (m/s) 



 

 

 

Figure 7 Big Picture Dunsandel 500year ARI Rainfall Flood (m) 

 

 

Figure 8 Big Picture Dunsandel 500year ARI Selwyn River Flood Depth (m) 

  



 

 

Wastewater 
15. I spoke with Aurecon early on and Regan Smith assured me that any service issues relating to the 

site can be engineered.  He said this being aware of the Wastewater Requirements including the 

need ultimately for a Municipal grade solution. 

16. Discussions have been held with Selwyn District Council around the possibility of piping the 

Wastewater to Pines Wastewater Treatment Facility.  I understand this is their preferred solution. 

17. Other submitters have addressed this in more detail however I have done considerable 

investigations myself towards feasibility and have concluded that I agree this is possible. 

18. I have looked at the ground terrain in detail using LIDAR and various calculations and concluded that 

the pipe needs to be pressured for at least most of its run based on the local engineering standards 

which I have read and factored into my investigations including discussions with a number of 

engineers. 

19. I have spoken with a Chinese pipe supplier who I had dealt with before on some enquiries around 

HDPE large volume supply options and the can supply pipe in time for the end of October subject to 

funding. 

20. Subject to commercial considerations I am keen to see the pipe built and have started discussions 

with Council around either a developer led project or perhaps working the the Project into the 

Councils Long Term Plan. 

21. Early on the assumption was that SDC would take the project over according to Murray England 

however it may be that I have not progressed some of the professional evidence far enough to 

prompt a follow up to conversation however I have been grateful for input from two Corde Senior 

Leaders including the Darfield Pipe Project Manager who have provided costings and information 

out of that project.  A lay rate of $170/m could be used without profit and risk and an imported pipe 

undelivered could be costed at $350/m including profit and risk.  Allowance then needs to be made 

for Design, Compliance, Management but perhaps with a route of either 11kms or 16kms depending 

on whether the pipe was to intersect the Burnham / Darfield infrastructure those high level 

numbers might be helpful to the community to illustrate the viability of the project against the 

extents Im proposing below and are an important consideration.  A new Bore might Cost $80000 

without compliance, management any profit and risk or costs of transfer and maintenance.   So in 

terms of balancing the protection of Rural Land with Residential Land as a very broad consideration 

it is this tight configuration that I have proposed and assumed informed by these costings. 

22. I have begun looking at the various options for crossing the River and would encourage the Panel 

that this is most definitely a feasible option. 

23. Prior to formal advice from SDC or ECAN or overriding decisions or advice I am proceeding on a 

wastewater scope of residential development indicated by the boundaries in this picture.   Those 

colours taken from National Planning Standards in terms of Land Use. 

The relevant Residential Blocks are set out in Table T below. 

 



 

 

 

Figure 9Opal Consortia assumptions regarding Infrastructure required 

 

24. Capacity at Pines has been addressed by Mr England in his evidence and this development was 

discussed with him early on.  We discussed the intention to expand the Pines Plant in time. 

25. Alternate Route 1 

26. It may be possible to connect to the Burnham – Pines Pipeline via the Defence Force Pumpstation. 

This Pump station   The Pump station uses a 11kW pump designed for the population at Burnham of 

2100 with allowance for 10% growth over time.  Which equates to 462m3/day or max instantaneous 

peak flow of  47l/sec.  The system has 8 hours of emergency storage built in. 

27. Depending on the final scope settled upon by SDC it is likely this would need upgrading. 

28. Opals scope assumption for the Dunsandel expansion are an average sewer flow of xxx or max 

instantaneous peak flow of  xx l/sec as set out in Table T. 

No allowance for growth has been made ahead of feedback from SDC and engineering design. 

29. Considerable more work has been done since this section of this report was written. A verbal update 

question would be appropriate if acceptable to the Panel. 

  



 

 

Block 
ID Owner Address Legal Description 

Certificate of 
Title 

Block 1 Joyce 1 
3488 Main South Road, 
Dunsandel 

 Part Rural Section 8803 and 
Part Rural Section 8804 CB37C/152 

Block 2 Joyce 2 
3488 Main South Road, 
Dunsandel Lot 2 DP 19224 CB716/48 

Block 3 Cummings 
3510 Main South Road, 
Dunsandel Lot 1 DP 19224 CB716/47 

Block 4 Nahkies 
1359 Tramway Road, 
Dunsandel 

Lot 1 DP 305456 &  Lot 1 DP 
74807 

 21864 & 
CB43A/981 

Block 5 Huang 
14 Leeston Dunsandel 
Road, Dunsandel Lot 2 DP 65151 CB38C/1145 

Block 6 Abery 
34 Hororata Dunsandel 
Rd Lot 1 DP 53714 CB41A/155 

Block 7 Current       

Block 8 Current Infill     

            Wastewater 
Average Sewer Flow(ASF) l/s           2.7 

Block ID Owner Area(m) 
10 
lot/ha 15 lot/ha Pop 10 lot/ha 15 lot/ha 

Block 1 Joyce  315146 315 472 1062 
                  

2.17                    3.25  

Block 2 Joyce  199940 199 299 672 
                  

1.37                    2.06  

Block 3 Cummings 201331 201 301 678 
                  

1.38                    2.07  

Block 4 Nahkies 193720 193 290 652 
                  

1.33                    1.99  

Block 5 Huang 229766 229 344 774 
                  

1.57                    2.37  

Block 6 Abery 91150 91 136 306 
                  

0.63                    0.94  

Block 7 Current   171 171 462 
                  

1.18                    1.18  

Block 8 
Current 
Infill             

    1231053 1399 2013 4606 9.62 13.84 

                

      
  

Wastewater Max Flow(l/s)  
               

48.09                  69.20  

                

      
  

Storage(Max Flow)(m3)  1385.01 1992.87 

        hours 8 
  Needs to be updated to include  Business 1 & 2 Blocks  



 

 

Water  
 

30. The Current Bore L36/0725 is located at the corner of Irvines Road and Tramway Road, 

Dunsandel. 

31. Capacity 

32. Its been tested at at 32 l/s or 2765 m3/day is consented for 25 l/s or 2,160m3/day. 

33. As it has a 10m drawdown it could potentially be used at that higher rte with associated testing 

for interference with other bores. 

34.  

To develop Blocks 1-4 into residential at 10 or 15 lots per hectare would produce between x – y 

new lots.   

35. Dr Helen Rutter from Aqualinc estimated their demand based on the following assumptions. 

36. Water use is in the table below: 

 Water use per person in NZ -  227 l/d (LEARNZ) 
 Average population per dwelling  - 2.6 (Census 2019 – average for Canterbury) 

  

Number of dwellings Population Water requirement (m3/d) 

800 2080 472.2 

1000 2600 590.2 

1200 3120 708.2 

 

Quality 

37. In 2009 UV treatment equipment was added following a water quality problem.  In January 2020 

temporary precautionary chlorination was required.  SDC reported No E Coli was found. 

38. The water is tested twice weekly and samples from n January, April and July of this year are 

published and pH, Nitrate Nitrogen and Hardness measures are all reported within Guidelines. 

39. Further Consents Possible 

40. To the Extent Further Consented Water is required a discussion has opened with ECAN around 

the process for that and partial transfer of Water Take Consents is confirmed as an option. 

41. Dairy Holdings have indicated they have further capacity they would be willing to transfer.  The 

details of the agreement have not been concluded and further investigation needs to be done 

on precisely which consents this relates.  

42. However it is submitted that there is enough water already particularly if storage is incorporated 

to address peak demand.  These calculations can be finalized at the resource consent stage for 

each block with Council Engineers. 

43. Under the Code of Practice provision is indicated by Pressure requirements whereas this 

analysis is pre design. 

44.  

However Engineers have all indicated “there may be some capacity” in the current bore. 

45. There are two inconsistent reports of current demand in SDC reports.  One measure indicates a 

demand of 25 l/s which is 2160 m3/day.  The other measure indicates a peak demand of 856 

m3/day [9.9 l/s  ] with an average of 356 m3/day [4.1 l/s].  



 

 

46. A possible reconciliation is that one is measuring actual usage whereas one is allowing for 

Industrial provision to the standard of the Code of Practice. 

47. However this would still mean there is practical capacity in the current bore to allow more 

houses if that Industrial Use continues to be stable at well below the provisioning amount in the 

Code of Practice. 

48. The Industrial site has long been owned and occupied by Ellesmere Transport and perhaps it can 

be speculated that their usage is fairly light on water and its nature is unlikely to change. 

Presumably it is governed by Resource Consent so the there is actually a governance gap 

between what is required to release land for development and what is actually being allocated 

in this small area which is good in a positive way contrary to the general over allocation of the 

acquifer itself. 

49. So then it may be that using the estimates above the new Bore can be scheduled not prior to 

rezoning but part way through the development of the various blocks. 

50. A simpler way might be to take the reported usage of the current bore and compare it to its 

Rated capacity which is another 7 l/s then add to that the capacity Mr Nahkies consent 

adds(another 7.6 l/s) 

Using the calculation methods in the Engineering Guidelines as I understand them this should be 

enough capacity for the extra Residential Opal is requesting via these proceedings today. 

Stormwater 

51. Stormwater is able to be discharged to ground after mitigation in swales  following recontouring 

of the site to address the flooding risks.  Considerable land is set aside in the ODP for this 

purpose 

The final details can be resolved with Engineering following the general principles of the design 

being approved as part of the Resource Consent. 

Power and Data 

52. Conversations with Orion have confirmed there is sufficient capacity in the Grid to power the 

sites. 

53. Chorus has confirmed they have fiber capacity and Enable would also like to provide Fibre. 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Geotechnical and Highly Productive Soils 
56. Opal Consortia has not yet conducted geotechnical investigations of the subject Blocks. 

57. However there no problems in the soils around Dunsandel that are inconsistent with Canterbury 

geotechnical issues in general are anticipated that cannot be addressed at Resource Consent stage 

within the extensive governance framework and problem solving systems developed in response to 

the Canterbury Earthquakes. 

58. In fact the area has been identified in 2013 for Selwyn District Council by Ian McMahon a well 

known local geotechnical expert as being in an area between the Waimakariri and Rakaia Rivers that 

is low geotechnical risk such that subdivisions of less than 15 lots require no geotechnical 

investigation. 

 

59. A Fee Proposal from Landtech to do site specific testing and report to Opal Consortia has been 

received however it is hoped this can be waived because of the evidence from Mc McMahon. 

60. I have done a considerable amount of investigation into the sites myself including obtaining LIDAR , 

aerial photography. 

 

I have read several other Plan Change requests late in my due diligence and seen various points 

made around soil types.   

  

  



 

 

 

Figure 10 Soil Depths around Dunsandel 

 

Figure 11  ECAN Soil Types 



 

 

 

Figure 12 Soil Types in Dunsandel 

61. The soil types around Dunsandel according to local farmer Alistair McDrury are very similar and the 

rate of production is more affected by investment and availability of water than particular locations. 

62. The images in this report are taken from the Geotechnical Databases of and show that the same soil 

types being evaluated by the experts in this hearing extend of the blocks of interest to Opal. 

 

63. However at this time Opal Consortia is not in a position to make a meaningful commentary on those 

soil types towards for example points that can be made around the balance between Rural 

productive land and other uses etc in the context for example of the National Policy on protecting 

rural productive Land. 

64. In brief these blocks  were seen to be a healthy addition to the town at a good balance to fund the 

necessary Wastewater infrastructure to reticulate through to Pines and a probably a new bore and 

perhaps an upgrade to the Water Treatment Facility pending expert advice and final discussions on 

those issues through Resource Consent etc 

 

65. I have enough expertise to see there will need to be some contamination investigations, some more 

detailed reports on floor levels around after a detailed storm water design is done. 



 

 

 

66. I have obtained the HAIL Report on the Joyce block and discussed it with the Land Owner and 

viewed historical aerial imagery which verifies his account that a small area of poultry production 

circa 1970 has caused the HAIL registry entry (asides from typical farm usage around the clustered 

farm buildings).  In my view this is a very straightforward HAIL matter that can easily be resolved at 

consent stage with some soil tests and a remediation strategy where necessary. 

  



 

 

Water Race 
67. There is also a water race through the site which is probably the unreported wetland referred to in 

Environment Canterbury.  These are widespread in the District so Selwyn Council has establish 

protocols for integrating those into developments so its presence is not an impediment to the land 

being developed into Residential or Mixed Use and further investigations will indicate the extent to 

which it should be incorporated into landscaping features or protected. 

 

Figure 13Ellesmere Water Race Scheme 

68.  

There are lower lying areas which can be seen by reinterpreting the Flood map which is effectively a 

pictorial representation of the LIDAR data with some modification presumably however in essence it 

shows where the storm water management areas such as swales and any required retention ponds 

will be most efficiently placed. 

69. A large park is envisioned for the center of the site with collector Road running around it and making 

several links to  

70. I have enough expertise to understand that the Geotechnical enquiries are designed to put the 

Commission in a position to be have a level of confidence that the land is suitable for the purposes 

sought which include Residential Commercial (ie  a Supermarket and Petrol Station) etc. 

71. Those master planning issues were discussed at a very high level with from Aurecon early on and 

nothing has emerged that will seriously displace them asides from some presumed earthworks to 

modify the site levels to accommodate any storm water planning and perhaps some nice 

landscaping to incorporate the water race if following expert advice that is deemed suitable to 

integrate into the development and does not require diversion. 

72. So while no technical classification evidence is available for inferences around such things as 

liquefaction risk at this stage the internal knowledge of Selwyn District Council around the low level 

of risk of this general area is the key geotechnical feature with respect to whether the land is 

suitable for rezoning.   The Resource Consent process is well designed to pick up site specific issues 

and processes for doing that are well understood and established. 



 

 

 

Ellesemere Water Race Scheme Overview 

 

 

Figure 14 Ellesmere Water Race Scheme 

 

  



 

 

Solar Energy 
73. It would be good to look at including an area for Solar Energy into considerations and certainly this is 

an aspect of Development that Opal Consortia has been discussing with landowners. 

74. It may be that some of those issues can be resolved prior to the hearings in which case parties can 

anticipate and adjoining area suitable governed for a Solar Farm to be added possibly up to 40 

hectares( approximately  a further 2 blocks). 

75. This was originally proposed to be opposite the area that would extend the current Business 2 

triangle when it was considered to build a car factory there. 

76. However negotiations around other sites are still open for that proposal for example further down 

State Highway 1 and this may be relevant to the Industrial Rezoning. 

77. So this is a good opportunity to alert the Panel and the parties to the possibility of one or two 

Development Areas to facilitate this which would impact on the considerations for protecting Rural 

Land but raising them now allows the full breadth of Opals Considerations to be in the mind of the 

Panel as it considers. 

78. In some of the early Master Planning discussions with Aurecon it was hoped that the current 

Business 2 Zone could be extended as indicated above and that Solar activity could proceed 

opposite that served by a slightly larger Residential community with optimum opportunities to work 

locally at the factory and in the office tower at Synlait further down the road as well as in existing 

rural operations which are predominant in the area. 

79. Its worth noting that considerable work has been done on the Solar Energy by others and Opal 

Consortia is simply drawing the Panels attention to it.   

80. Insufficient detail and resolution of land ownership may mean that a floating development area 

would be an appropriate tool for example assuming there would be a boundary perpendicular to 

State Highway 1 at some point set back from Horarata Dunsandel Road with residential and mixed 

use nearer the town and a solar farm back from the town.  I anticipate agreement of a proposal like 

this which is why I draw it to the Panels attention without presuming upon any stakeholder at all. 

 

  



 

 

Contamination 
82. I have received a LLUR report from ECAN and this will be followed up with a typical Contamination 

Report by one of the local Environmental Engineers.  There is nothing in the Report that indicates a 

barrier to development as the nature of the issues raised and that are likely to be raised are typical 

for conversions from Rural to Residential and the techniques for managing and governing the 

transition are well known with the industry and mitigation strategies are widely deployed. 

83. The Report indicates possible Poultry Farm and storage of pesticides etc.  Typical investigations of 

these identified areas and all Farm Buildings and suspect sites identified from historical aerial 

photography  or discussions with occupiers will be done as part of the of the Resource Consent 

stage. 

84. Once the details of any management or remediation steps are identified for these and any issues 

raised by Council as part of that process these can be worked through Council under the guidance of 

Environmental Engineers in due course prior to development. 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Soil Types 

 

85. This is a soil type map from Landcare Research that includes the site with Dunsandel in the area. 

From looking at the map carefully its probably that the site falls within the light blue region mostly 

or perhaps some yellow. 

86. In this case the soils would be : 

87. Immature Pallic (PI) – Light Blue Colour 
88. Orthic Recent (RO) – Yellow Colour 
 
89. Other colours nearby are the darker blue which is: 
90. Orthic Gley (GO) – Darker Blue Colour 
91. Theses classifications are based on New Zealand Soil Classification (NZSC) which was developed in 

the 1980s. It has a hierarchical structure with five levels: Order, Group, Subgroup, Family, Sibling. 
The new classification grew out of the New Zealand Genetic Soil Classification and, where possible, 
preserved its useful features.  
  



 

 

Traffic 
93. There are good opportunities for connectivity within the sites and traffic implications are not 

difficult to model. 

94. At a density of   and a rule of thumb calculation of 10 vehicle movements per day  

The assumption is that as the amount of houselots increases this will trigger an upgrade of the 

intersection with State Highway 1 and beyond that once sufficient population has incrased to 

support a Supermarket there will be a further site only access point to State Highway negotiated 

with NZTA and SDC or taken off Horarata Dunsandel Road. 

95. A petrol station right in the center as the traffic has slowed down is anticipated for State Highway 1 

also 

96. It is suggested that a Scheme Plan will need to take advice from a Traffic Engineer around a likely 

eventual  upgrade to the Statehighway 1 Intersection and also an evaluation of the KiwiRail Level 

Crossing as well.  The Railway Line runs parallel mostly to the State Highway from just out of 

Christchurch through Dunsandel. 

97. There may be some sight line issues addressed in time with increased traffic as at the moment 

Dunsandel has some mature plantings trackside which are important feature of the landscape. 

 

98. I was grateful to Mr Carl Rossitor from Stantec for providing a fee proposal for this work and it has 

been discussed with a number of other traffic engineers as well who were pushed for capacity at 

this late stage. 

99. I have also spoken to an urban designer / landscaper who is well able to provide inputs into this 

work and help resolve these issues attractively. 

100. Looking at Opal Consortia’s assumptions ahead of those inputs and formal contact with the 

Ministry of Education at the moment the Community Center and the Sports Facilities, some shops 

and the school  are on one side of the track and some shops and businesses are on the other side. 

101. So clearly there will be traffic back and forth across this intersection however I remain confident 

at this time that those vehicle movements will not overwhelm the ability of local engineers to 

address the relevant issues and interact with KiwiRail and NZTA to advise Council of the appropriate 

time to require an upgrade 

102. At the moment with a population of 511 the traffic Counts either side of Dunsandel are 

balanced relative to the overall quantity. 

103. I am sure as the indications of desired rezoning are absorbed implications for Rolleston and for 

example Synlait to the South can be factored. 

 

 



 

 

 

It may be in time that if a rapid transit light rail is deployed that Dunsandel is the last node on the 

line. 

ODP 
 

104. The intention here is to incorporate some heritage iconography into a layout that can be stylised 

but to represent some basic connectivity and zoning.  A look at the flood maps will see some 

assumptions have been made around recontouring the site to move the flood path away from the 

commercial / mixed use areas and to work in naturally with the park.   The idea is to provide walking 

links and loops that are attractive and a joy to use.  Some infill roading will needed but the main 

collector loop is driven from the important traffic consideration of not adding a new intersection to 

SH1 except to provide for a supermarket and petrol station in the future and some more shops as 

required.   So traffic connectivity through those entrances through into the main internal road 

network is not anticipated. 

105. An office tower is envisaged if the car factory proceeds in the vicinity.  
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